traced in French films of the Occupation will provide the basis for understanding the psychic repetition in postwar films of certain family scenarios that reflect both women's changing social roles in general and the specificity of the war period.' Taking Truffaut's 1980 film The Last Metro as my case study, I propose to show that a certain heroic position of wartime women in film and in life (resulting in their obtaining the vote at war's end) is paradoxically combined with our current postwar ideological murkiness (with no position, left or right, being entirely satisfying or pure). The curious result is that a strong female figure becomes the emblem of political ambivalence in late twentiethcentury and early twenty-first-century France. In researching postwar films of the seventies and beyond, following The Sorrow and the Pity, I've noted two things: first, that survival during the Occupation is more frequently the focal point than military battles and war maneuvers. For many French citizens the Occupation was experienced as a long wait to struggle through. Second, there is a prominence of female characters who seem to embody France's attempts to define itself in terms of its wartime past, as resisters, collaborators, victims, attentistes (those who waited) and everything in between. .. . Why would women figures become so prominent in these films? For some, like Susan Hayward in her book French National Cinema, women's lives become key points of interest in these French films of the eighties and nineties only because our postmodern era fails to take seriously both history and women (287). But I think these films' fascination with both Occupation history and women's lives can be explained in other ways. Louis Malle's Lacombe Lucien, Francois Truffaut's The Last Metro, Claude Chabrol's Story of Women, and Claude Berri's Lucie Aubrac (to name just a few of the most interesting and/or successful films) all pay attention to the accuracy of historical detail, to the exemplarity of their characters, and to everyday survival as a key part of telling the way the Occupation was experienced by the French. With so many French men imprisoned, working at forced labor, exiled or killed, women had to fill their traditional roles as homemakers and to become the principal breadwinners for their families. The associations among 2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 26, Iss. 1 [2002] French Cinema, 1930 -1956 ), Burch and Sellier make the claim that women's socio-political advances became facilitated through a certain reworking of gender roles that the conditions of the Occupation helped to bring about and that the period's films reflect (as well as shape). The authors explain that after the turbulent twenties, in which sexual identity and gender roles were challenged, the thirties brought about a normalizing repression to fend off the rise of the "modern woman" whose androgyny and increasing financial and moral freedom threatened masculinity, the authority of the father, and the patriarchal regime in general. Burch and Sellier read the national portrait of France through its unconscious CEdipal scenarios in film. The collective script of the thirties embodies a denied phantasm of paternal incest that constitutes "a plea ... in favor of threatened privileges," embodied in the "father" (symbolic or actual) who has lost or is losing control over women, especially the younger generation (26) .5 This danger to the "father" is associated with other patriarchal anxieties: the threat to "l'Ordre patronal," the authority of industrial bosses, as well as the xenophobic, often racist fear of an "invasion" of immigrant workers pouring into France. These fears of increasingly powerful women, of workers and of foreigners are associated with a threat to national identity.' La Drole de Guerre des sexes convincingly argues that the period of the Occupation brings about a profound change in the cinematic treatment of the family configuration. With the acces-sion to power of Marshal Petain, an old, revered father figure (although never a father himself), the public witnesses the increasing decline and ineptitude of Main as leader. In film, a new concurrent figure arises, that of the "castrated father,""sympathique," `a nice guy' but ineffectual, destined to be discredited, chastised for incestuous desires upon "daughters" or younger women, and overrun by the course of events. In the films of this period, female protagonists are more prevalent than before, and their roles are more active. In the pro-Vichy films of the period, this more important, active role quite often becomes that of the victimthe icon of France's suffering and valor. In the Vichy framework, the price of women becoming an idealized national icon is that they are deprived of the possibility of being desiring humans, since their desire would be considered too threatening to men's virility. willing to go, how far she'll "deal with" the enemy. She shows up in her most elegant attire at Gestapo headquarters to try to persuade (presumably using her "feminine charms") a high ranking German official to keep her theater open and out of the hands of the pro-fascist French critic, Daxiat. The opening part of the scene foreshadows the end result: when she is yanked out of an elevator in order to make room for a high ranking officer, we sense that German military gallantry is more a convenient pretense than a material reality. As Marion ascends one side of an oval staircase, she stares at another woman descending the other side on the arm of a German officer; this woman is Martine, whom she recognizes as a black marketeer (Marion has purchased a ham through Martine), as well as a thief, someone who is now reaping the benefits of her collaboration. The scene is both majestic and scary, as if drama-. tizing the ceremony of collaboration, with a sweeping staircase that looks like a theatrical set. The camera shifts back and forth between the two women, suggesting that Marion is about to become (or has already become?) the mirror image of this woman by compromising herself. Even the beginning of their names, Martine and Marion, suggests the resemblance. But when Marion actually meets an official, it is not the contact she sought. In a scene whose music connotes an ever increasing tension to the 8 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 26, Iss. 1 [2002] , Art. 6 https://newprairiepress.org/sttcl/vol26/iss1/6 DOI: 10.4148/2334-4415.1520 point of explosion, the unknown officer takes Marion's hand in his and won't let go until she finally wrenches her hand away and flees in terror. The gesture of an officer's good manners has quickly turned into a sinister clutch. We have barely glimpsed the vicious side of relations with the occupier, but it is clear that Marion has underestimated the consequences of dealing with the enemy. As an image of collaboration, presented here as ritualized ceremony, the scene intimates the difference between the theatrical facades of decency that collaboration displays, in contrast to the real dangers it harbors. The hasty flight of Marion undoes the structured resemblance between her and the collaborating Martine. Truffaut is careful here to distinguish between self-advancing collaboration and a politics of survival.
The third and final way political icon and family drama are united in Truffaut's film resides in its autobiographical scenarios. First of all, Truffaut's biological father, whom he never actually met, was Jewish, a fact that the filmmaker only discovered in middle age. Thus the theme of the Jew-in-the-cellar belongs to the filmmaker's own family script.'' Second, the spectator is struck by the childlike, "clean" version of the war, as if seen through the eyes of the boy Francois: no one important is ever harmed. In the Montmartre theater where the Steiner troupe puts on its plays, German soldiers and Jewish girls alike share in the common raptures of artistic pleasure. The Jewish girl has only to hide the yellow star on her coat lapel to avoid any trouble. No one except the evil film critic Daxiat dies in the film, no one is deported or tortured."
The ending of The Last Metro is reminiscent of an adult fairy tale. Life and theater come together in the last "scene," a trompercril where, after thinking the film will end unhappily with the young actor and resister Bernard wounded in a hospital turning away from his lover, Marion, Truffaut's viewers then realize that they are witnessing a play and that the "real" ending is a happy finale in a harmonious postwar love triangle: woman and lover (the play's actors-Marion and Bernard) are joined on stage by the director/husband (Lucas) 
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 26, Iss. 1 [2002] 6. Numerous films of the pre-war period respond to these threats with more or less covert misogyny and anti-Semitism, often resorting to a schizophrenic splitting of groups: the modern, "good" woman is represented alongside the shrew; the "good," assimilated Jew resides next to the foreigner with shifty values. Burch and Sellier see a parallelism between the argument (developed by Francois Garcon) that the thirties films were more anti-Semitic than those of the Occupation, and the fact that the treatment of female characters during the Occupation was more extensive and more positive than in the thirties. See Burch and Sellier, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] 
